The EAP and the Expository Reading and Writing Course

Where Fremont USD began and where we are!

James Maxwell
Director of Secondary Education
Fremont Unified School District
2011-2012

- FUSD has no ERWC classes
- Claudia Quezada contacts Secondary Ed
- Presentations given to Multiple Constituents
- Secondary Ed offers to pay for training
2012-13

- First teachers have been trained
- Robertson Continuation School adopts
- Several schools have one or two sections
- Issues with identifying students in time for placement
- Continued teacher training
2013-14

• ERWC becomes more widespread
• All sites have Multiple Teachers trained
• Continued issues with timely placement
2014-15

- Mission San Jose and Washington and Kennedy offer a large number of sections
- Irvington has imbedded ERWC into senior English
- All Robertson seniors take ERWC
- American offers sections
2015-16

- American HS - 1 section
- Irvington HS - 0 sections but adding next year
- Kennedy HS - 2 sections
- Mission San Jose HS - 7 sections
- Washington HS - 9 sections and all seniors must be in ERWC or AP English
- Robertson HS and College Connections-default senior English Course